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YOU DEFINE YOUR REALITY
…or OSHA will define it for you!
Be proactive in safety matters
Develop and practice a written safety
program with regular documented
training
Management & employee commitment to
safety full-time, all the time
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UNDERSTANDING
OSHA INSPECTION
PROCESS
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What is OSHA looking for?
Inspection priorities
Inspection preparation
Inspection process
OSHA UAS Program
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WHAT IS OSHA LOOKING FOR?

Management
commitment

Work site

and employee

analysis

involvement

Hazard
prevention
and control

Employee
education and
training
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INSPECTION PRIORITIES
Level 1

Imminent danger

Level 2

Fatality and/or catastrophe

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5
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Complaints by employee or
referral for alleged violation
Programmed inspections of
high hazard industries
Follow up inspections

Weighted Inspections
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OSHA’s Weighted Inspections
On October 1, 2016, OSHA began a new process for
implementing and planning inspections.
Under the new “Enforcement Weighting System,” routine
inspections are valued as one “Enforcement Unit,” while
more complex categories are valued at up to eight
Enforcement Units.
– For example, process safety management inspections are
valued at seven units, workplace violence inspections are
three units, and inspections involving a chemical for
which there is no permissible exposure limit are also
three units.
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The Inspection
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INSPECTION PREPARATION
Inspection team
Who?

Inspection box
Camera, tape measurer, inspection log form

OSHA readiness
checklist
Inspection procedures
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INSPECTION PROCESS
An OSHA compliance officer is authorized to:
Enter without unreasonable
delay & at a reasonable time.
The company may object & the
compliance officer will obtain a
warrant to enter for inspection.

The OSHA compliance
officer shall inspect &
investigate during regular
working hours
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SEARCH WARRANT
United States of America v. Mar-Jac Poultry
Employer located in Georgia
•
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Arc Flash Electrical accident. Reported to OSHA by employer.
•

OSHA inspection team requested permission to perform a
comprehensive inspection of entire facility, and not limited to only
the hazards involved in the electrical accident.

•

Employer agreed to inspection limited to electrical accident only.

•

OSHA 300 logs reviewed. OSHA concluded that the logs suggested
violations of multiple regulations.

•

OSHA sought judicial warrant. Argued “probable cause.” Federal
magistrate granted the search warrant. The employer filed an
emergency motion to quash the judicial warrant.

•

District court judge limited the judicial warrant to the electrical
dangers, PPE, machine guarding, & recordkeeping. Judge DENIED
inspection warrant for anything else

•

Circuit court of appeals affirmed. Stated that merely listing workrelated injuries on OSHA logs does not necessarily mean OSHA
regulations were violated. Cited 29C.F.R. § 1904.0 “recording or
reporting a work-related injury…does not mean that the employer
was at fault or that an OSHA rule was violated”

Greeting
Opening
conference

INSPECTION
Walk
through
Closing
conference
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GREETING
Greet the inspector politely.
Request to verify his/her credentials
(make a photo copy).
If inspector arrives during non-business
hours, inform him/her of business hours.
If he/she still wishes to inspect, ask why
& request a document of approval from
OSHA area director.
Notify all plant management that an inspector
is on site (follow OSHA readiness checklist).
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OPENING CONFERENCE
 Participants
 Request authorization to record conversations. In the alternative,
take extensive notes.
 Determine purpose of the inspection: complaint, fatality,
imminent danger, random
 Have available OSHA logs, written programs & training
documentation
 Listen to the question & answer the question. Do not volunteer
unnecessary information.
 Be polite & cooperative. A good working relationship will help
simplify the investigation.
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OPENING CONFERENCE (CONTINUED)
Items REQUIRED to provide
the inspector if requested:
Plant safety program

Copy of affirmative action program

Plant & department safety committee
minutes

Break down of males & females by
department

Personal protective equipment rules
& policies
A copy of forklift training program &
operators’ certification dates
SDS Sheets & a list of all chemical
substances
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Items NOT to give to OSHA:

Insurance program or insurance
loss control reports
Any documentation not related to
safety
Any information protected by statute

OSHA 300 logs & FROI forms

Personnel files

Medical records (only if inspector has
a medical access order)

Anything that they don’t ask for

WALK THROUGH & INSPECTION
Complete

Correct any mistakes or
Stay with the
inspector at all
times

inspection

negative points made by

section of

the inspector at the time

inspection

of inspection

log

Inspection team member should
Record all
comments/ take
extensive notes

photograph everything
photographed by the inspector.
Further, a request should be made
for copies of any pictures or videos
taken by the inspector

Proper protective

Only tour the area

equipment worn by

requested in the

everyone entering

opening

the work area

conference

INTERVIEWS
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The compliance inspection officer may request employee
interviews of both management and non management employees

OSHA rights:
• The compliance officer

Employer
rights:
• Employer has the

has the right to

right to participate in

interview the

non-private employee

employee (non-

interviews

management) in
• Employer has the

to by the employee

right to end the
interview if it

EMPLOYEE
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• Employee is protected
from any “adverse action”
from employer for
providing information &
requesting private
interview w/compliance

private, if consented

• Compliance officer

Employee
rights:

becomes disruptive or

has a right to truthful

unreasonably

responses to

interferes with

questions

ongoing work

officer
• Employee has the right to
refuse to be interviewed
• Employee has the right to
refuse a private 1-on-1
interview. Interviews are
totally voluntary
• Employees (nonmanagement) have the
right to refuse to sign a
statement, to be recorded
or photographed

CLOSING CONFERENCE
All of the inspection team members
should be present

Respectfully ask the compliance
inspection officer of his/her
findings, their significance and
proposed action

Request a copy of the inspectors
notes and final inspection report.
Attach all copies to the inspection
log
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Recording/Recordkeeping
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What cases need to be
recorded on the forms?
Injuries and illnesses
Work related
Meet certain severity criteria
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What is considered an injury or illness?

An abnormal condition or
disorder
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Not an exposure, unless it
results in signs or
symptoms

What cases are work related?
(For a list of activities that are not work related, see section 1904.5(b)(2) )

Cases caused by events or
exposures in the work environment
Cases contributed to by events or
exposures in the work environment
Cases significantly aggravated by events
or exposures in the work environment
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What are the severity criteria for
recording a work-related injury or
illness?
Death
Loss of consciousness
Days away from work
Restricted work activity or job transfer
Medical treatment beyond first aid
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OSHA
UAS
Program
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OSHA and Drones
Memorandum of May 18, 2018

“OSHA’s use of Unmanned Aircraft Systems in
Inspections” (“UAS” or “drones”)
• UAS may be used to collect evidence during
inspections in certain workplace settings, including
areas that are inaccessible or pose a safety risk to
inspection personnel.
• UAS may be used for technical assistance in
emergencies and during compliance assistance
activities.
• The drones must weight less than 55lbs. and it
must be registered with the FAA.
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Regional UAS Program Manager
• Oversees all program elements
• Ensures that OSHA UAS operations follow all 14 CFR
part 107 rule. Examples:
• Remote pilot in command (RPIC) is certified
• All UAS are registered with the FAA
• Obtain approval for operation from FAA as a civil
operator under 14 CFR part 107
• Establish and maintain logbooks for all RPIC and all
UAS

• Ensures that OSHA has obtained express consent from
the employer prior to using UAS for any inspection
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Pre-Flight Operations
14 CFR Part 107.49 requires a flight plan and checklist. Checklist will
include:
• Statement of the mission
• Inspection of equipment
• Go/no go conditions, including weather,
wind, and visibility
• Employer consent to use of the UAS
• Qualified team including
• Remote pilot in command
• Visual observer (must be an OSHA
employee)
• Safety monitor
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Post-Flight Procedures
•

Collect and preserve data from flight

•

Copy data to CD or other suitable
media

•

Flight report to the OSHA Area
Director with copy to the Regional
UAS Program Manager

•

A copy of the flight report should be
placed in the inspection cradle
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OSHA’s Drone Policy and
Concerns for Employer
• “Express consent from employer” is a policy decision. The limitation of OSHA’s
drone use can change with political winds or simply be ignored. (Remember
OSHA’s “look back” policy for issuing Repeat Citations”
• The Memo does not provide for sharing the “flight plan” with employers.
Therefore, consider OSHA providing a copy as a condition of employer consent.
• “Scope of inspection.” Review the flight plan and push back if drone would fly
over parts of the facility not relevant to reason for inspection
• “Concurrent collection of evidence.” OSHA will not share videos or photos from
the drone absent discovery requests in a court case.
• The “Plain View Doctrine” and “Trade Secrets”
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QUESTIONS?

Carl Habekost, Esq.
chabekost@bugbeelawyers.com
419.244.6788 x220
@CarlEHabekost
Donald D. Elswick
Elsmart0101@gmail.com
@DonaldElswick
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